Direction for use: Koinonina Stone Glue
Down load and read full safety data sheet online.
Work space needs to be well venerated area. Do NOT apply in rainy or
bad poor weather. Short-term exposure limit (15-minute): WEL 250 ppm
1080 mg/m³ WEL = Workplace Exposure Limit. Long-term exposure limit
(8-hour TWA): WEL 100 ppm 430 mg/m³
Precautions for safe handling Read and follow manufacturer's
recommendations. Remove
contamination with soap and water or
recognised skin
cleansing agent. Do not use organic solvents. Good
personal
hygiene procedures should be implemented. Wash hands and
any other contaminated areas of the body with soap and
water before
leaving the work site.
Do not eat, drink or smoke when using the product.
The surface to be treated must be dry and clean.
Wear hand protection - Plastic gloves or surgical gloves.
Wear face mark for vapours and fumes.
We recommend a trial run a test with a small amount before you put on the
planed project.
Place the appropriate amount, dollop of glue on to a clean plastic tray ( old
ice scream top butter lid or a old food tray
we recommend a disposable container.
Mix up appropriate amount needed for your job well with a plastic spreader
or plastic spoon before you add any hardener product or setting agent.
Colour Pigments:Just add a tinny drop of any colour pigment to our
koinonia stone glue and mix it in well with a spatula. Create all the colours
of the rainbow to match in the worktop colours and fill holes in the stone.
Mix 1-3 parts Hardener to 100 Parts Koinonia Stone Resin Glue

or mix 1-3% Parts of Hardener per dollop of glue according to working
temperature and hardening time you want.
1%= Avg seting time 5-8 minutes.
3%=Avg setting time 2-3minutes.
Amounts = No more than 250g of product or 1/4 of the tin so you do not
inhale large amounts poisonous fumes vapours!
Danger Hazard statements
H226 Flammable liquid and vapour.
H315 Causes skin irritation.
H319 Causes serious eye irritation.
H332 Harmful if inhaled.
SETTING -ASAP quickly before it sets in you tub get it spread onto the
joining area or fill them holes.
Setting times can very normal 2-5 minutes. Too much hardener can make it
week and brittle.
Please allow a further 20 minutes before moving the stone / work piece.
full cure over 1 -2 hours for work to fully.
The information provided has been compiled on the basis of our current
knowledge and is believed to be in accordance with the requirements of the
Dangerous Substances Directive, Dangerous Preparations Directive and
Safety Data Sheets Directive. The information relates to the specific
material designated and may not be valid for such material used in
combination with any other materials or in any particular conditions or
process. The conditions and extent of storage and use of material are
outside of our control and within the control of the possessor or user.
Consequently it is the responsibility of the possessor or user to satisfy
themselves as to the completeness of such information and the suitability
of the material for their own particular circumstances, conditions or use.

